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A 60 mm thick Monolith 
Panel Base System 
created with rigid 
aluminium structure is 
designed to come out 
a fine choice and 
a l t e r n a t i v e 
well-designed system 
in modularity. It can be 
combined with exten-
sive choices of panels 
which allow maximum 
personalization of the 
workspace.

60 mm 
Monolith Panel 
Base System
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The combination and integration of E-Flex and TrendX Pro System 
present an innovative visual in the working place. The E-Flex panel 
at the middle part of workstation provides an adequate shielding 
for the people. By having the TrendX Pro table leg, it reveals a 
simple yet attractive design. For those with highly storage 
demand, the amble and multiple type of storage available helps 
the people to enjoy their greater control over their space.

The Efficient & Effective Workspace Team members, who require adequate interaction and privacy, will 
benefit greatly from this configuration. The 60 mm E-Flex panel integrates 
with the aluminium TrendX Pro leg transmits the good balance between 
privacy and communication and modern image in the workplace. 
While the semi-enclosed workspace with the adequate storage, allows 
indivudual to work independently. The fabric panel creates a certain 
level of privacy, while the glass panel keeps the area visually light and 
sleek.

A Versatile Yet Integrate Workspace
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E-Flex & TrendX Pro

HYBRID SYSTEM
E-Flex

GENERAL
WORKSTATION
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Table top
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A well organized wire management helps to complement the workplace. The 
E-Flex system organize the wiring to be brought out to any desire position, 
either above table top, underneath table top or bottom raceway which is 
convenient for people to access the device that require consistent power 
sources. The completely hidden wire management in the 60 mm thickness 
panel presents a neat and aesthetic visualization.

E-Flex

WIRE
MANAGEMENT

Connectors:

2 - way connector 3 - way connector Aluminium profile

4 - way connector 120 - degree connector End cap - Aluminium 
die-cast

A: Bottom raceway access
B: Above table top access 


